Case Study

Euro Foods
Solomon Commercials have developed
what they hope to become a successful
and long lasting partnership with Euro
Foods, a major force in supply to the
takeaway market.
Beginning with a wish to develop two 26T vehicles that were designed specifically with their requirements in mind, Euro Foods and Solomon’s worked closely
together on the specification of the vehicle, enjoying significant input and idea
development from both parties.

The Benefits
Due to the nature of Solomon’s business being able to cater for any needs and
requirements, Euro Foods were able to see exactly what they would be receiving
upon build completion and how it would fit within their operation. It was this
attention to detail and thoroughness, even down to exact door positions and
apertures that lead to the build of the two 26T vehicles that they operate today.
Because of all the development and design work early on, both vehicles were
completed and arrived with Euro Foods without issue, and were able to be put
straight to task in their fleet. With Solomon’s Slipstream body design and the
smart new ‘Kukd’ livery, the new vehicles portray a modern, dynamic image on
the road, perfectly aligned with Euro Foods Groups’ rapidly growing business.

Neill Cannell, of Euro Foods, has been very happy with the relationship;

‘Solomon’s professionalism and
attention to detail has allowed us to
develop a bespoke truck to match
our requirements exactly’.
With such a successful first build programme, Solomon and Euro Foods have
continued their partnership, with 5 new 18T Undermount vehicles built earlier
in 2016, along with a further 10 7.5T vehicles.
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